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Software and Consulting Solutions
from Discovery to Formulation Development
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PBBM models defined around the body in GastroPlus®
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FDA: Ocular model extensions Cosmetics Europe: Dermal model 
extensions

FDA: LAI model enhancements

Funded Collaborations

FDA: Dermal product critical quality 
attributes

Large Pharma: Pulmonary 
model extensions
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Physiologically Based 
Biopharmaceutics (PBBM)

Physiologically based 
Pharmacokinetics (PBPK)6
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Fed State – ACAT™ Model Changes

Main changes between Fasted and Fed state (default = moderate-fat meal):
- Higher stomach volume
- Changes in pH (stomach and upper SI)
- Longer gastric emptying
- Higher bile salt concentrations
- Increased liver blood flows
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Built-in Fed Physiologies for Different Meal Types

• Link gastric emptying time to meal 
calories

• Account for effect of fat content 
on bile salt concentration
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Predicting Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPIs) Effects

Ability to adjust Gastric pH and, potentially, 
emptying allows to predict the PPIs effects
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GastroPlus System Physiology Models
1. Select Species:
• Human
• Rat
• Dog
• Monkey
• Mouse
• Minipig
• Rabbit

2. For human physiologies, 
specify Population, 
Gender, Health Status and 
Age (pediatrics->adults)

• Population Types:
– American
– Japanese
– Chinese

• Health Status:
– Healthy
– Hepatic Impairment
– Renal Impairment
– Obesity
– Pregnancy

For infants specify born at term or 
premature infant (day 1 of birth, up 
to 16 weeks premature)
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FDA Workshop (September 2019):
Current State/Future Expectations of Translational Modeling 

Strategies to Support Drug Product Development, Manufacturing 
Changes and Controls

• Physiologically based biopharmaceutics modeling (PBBM)
– Translate formulation and manufacturing changes into in vivo performance
– Predict impact of variations in critical properties through establishing a ‘safe space’ 

via IVIVR/C combined with virtual BE trial simulations
• Today: FDA open to proposals of using PBBM approaches to establish clinically 

relevant product specifications
– Proposals should include information about:

• Modeling approach
• Scientific justification of the proposed approach
• Model verification

https://cersi.umd.edu/current-state-and-future-expectations-translational-modeling-strategies-support-drug-product
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Zhao, Y. 2019 PBBM Workshop
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Slide courtesy of L. Zhao (OGD, CDER, FDA; Sept 2019)



Best Practices for Applying PBBM to 
Assess Virtual Bioequivalence

• Case studies illustrate how PBBM 
assists with development of 
innovator and generic products
• Considerations when using in vitro

dissolution data to guide 
formulation simulations

• Applying virtual BE trial 
simulations to help define 
bioequivalence and product specs

Mitra et al. Eur. J. Pharma. Biopharm. 2019
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PBBM Simulations and Virtual BE to 
Justify Product Specifications

• Case studies illustrate how PBBM 
IVIVRs and virtual BE trial 
simulations support product specs
• Recommendations when 

traditional IVIVCs cannot be 
developed due to lack of data

• Applying virtual BE trial simulations 
to help define bioequivalence and 
product specs

Jereb et al. AAPS PharmSciTech 2020
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Food Effect Projections via Physiologically 
Based Pharmacokinetic Modeling:

Predictive Case Studies

Heimbach and Parrott. GastroPlus User Group Webinar – June 2018
Tistaert et al. J. Pharm. Sci. (2018) Jun 12 16



Food Effect Predictions – Select References

Evaluating impact of gastric pH, 
volume, and emptying of food effect

(Sutton et al., 2017)

Bottom-up + Top-down approaches to assess food effect
(Lu et al., 2017)

Applying PBPK modeling to inform clinical 
development and assess food effects

(Chung et al., 2015)

Identification of food effect for MR dosage forms
(Ilic et al., 2015)
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>40
Approved drug product applications supported 

by GastroPlus® simulations
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Recent Approved Drug Product Applications
• ALECENSA® (absorption/PPI DDI informing drug labeling)
• BRAFTOVI® (metabolism DDI accepted by regulatory agencies)
• CALQUENCE® (particle size specs accepted by regulatory agencies)
• FARYDAK® (food effect/PPI predictions informing drug labeling)
• INLYTA® (transporter DDI accepted by regulatory agencies)
• KISQALI® (gastric pH predictions accepted by regulatory agencies)
• MEKINIST® (transporter DDI accepted by regulatory agencies)
• MEKTOVI® (metabolism DDI accepted by regulatory agencies)
• OPSUMIT® (particle size specs accepted by regulatory agencies)
• TAMIFLU® (pediatric PBPK predictions informing dose selection)
• ZURAMPIC® (wider product specs accepted by regulatory agencies)
• … and more!

No other PBBM/PBPK platform has the diversity in applications!
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Rates of Acceptance of PBPK Analysis by FDA/EMA

CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS | VOLUME 104 NUMBER 1 | JULY 2018; doi:10.1002/cpt.1013
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PBPK Modeling Impact for Regulatory Activities 
in the FDA OGD (Calendar Year 2016)

Slide courtesy of L. Zhao (OGD, CDER, FDA; May 2016)

ANDA: abbreviated new drug application; BE: bioequivalence: CP: citizen 
petition; CC: controlled correspondence; GI: gastrointestinal; HVD: highly 
variable drugs; NTI: narrow therapeutic index.
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Highlights of PBPK Impacts (2016) at the 
FDA Office of Generic Drugs

PPI: proton pump inhibitor
ER: extended release

Slide courtesy of L. Zhao, E. Tsakalozou (OGD, CDER, FDA; 2017) 22



Selected FDA Publications

Incorporating M&S to assist with Quality by Design 
(QbD)

(Zhang et al., 2011)

Virtual BE trial simulations for warfarin

(Zhang et al., 2017)

Using M&S to predict virtual BE and assess 
dissolution specifications

(Babiskin et al., 2015)

Generating mechanistic IVIVCs to 
predict test formulations

(Mirza et al., 2012)
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Case Study:
Crossover Trials to Show BE after 

Manufacturing Changes
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M&S Objectives

• Post approval, sponsor’s manufacturing process change 
resulted in different particle size distributions for new lots
– Inline milling step added to crystallization process (PE)

• With GastroPlus, could they apply for a biowaiver by:
– assessing the effects of changes in particle size distribution of the 

active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) on its oral bioavailability? 

– predicting the virtual bioequivalence between the “new” and “old” 

API lots?

Tistaert, C. AAPS Annual Meeting 2015, Orlando, FL
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Proposed Modeling Tasks

• Part I: determine the most appropriate absorption/PBPK 
model for the API across several doses for the non-engineered 
lots

• Part II: assess the effect of particle size on API exposure for 
the immediate release formulation

• Part III: evaluate predicted bioequivalence of the tablets 
manufactured with particle-engineered (PE) API (narrower 
particle size distribution) versus the tablets manufactured 
with non particle-engineered (NPE) API (broader particle size 
distribution)

Tistaert, C. AAPS Annual Meeting 2015, Orlando, FL
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Part I: Building the Baseline Model:
Key Modeling Parameters

• Canagliflozin - BCS Class IV drug
• Neutral compound
• Aqueous solubility = 10 µg/mL
• Significant solubilization by bile salts
• Intermediate lipophilicity
• No food effect

Tistaert, C. AAPS Annual Meeting 2015, Orlando, FL
27



Part I: Simulation Results for Baseline 
Models of Non-Engineered Lots 

Same baseline absorption model 
does a good job of predicting the 
observed plasma concentration-
time data across the three different 
doses of the NPE (“old”) API lots. 

Tistaert, C. AAPS Annual Meeting 2015, Orlando, FL 28



Part II: Parameter Sensitivity Analysis (PSA) Around 
Mean Particle Radius:

Dose Range: 10 – 1000 mg

PSA was used to establish 
particle size specifications.

Results indicated that there 
would be small changes in 
Fa% until the largest particle 
sizes of the NPE API lots (> 30 
- 40 µm) were reached and
the dose exceeded 100 mg.

Tistaert, C. AAPS Annual Meeting 2015, Orlando, FL
29



Part III: Virtual Bioequivalence Trials:
Population Simulator

• Incorporate measured variability for 
physicochemical, formulation and PK 
parameters into Population Simulator

• Capture observed variability from 
existing clinical PK studies

Tistaert, C. AAPS Annual Meeting 2015, Orlando, FL
30



Tistaert, C. AAPS Annual Meeting 2015, Orlando, FL
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Summary

• A mechanistic, physiologically-based absorption/PK model was constructed in 
GastroPlus and validated across three dose levels (50, 100, and 300 mg) using in 
vivo data collected from tablets manufactured with non particle-engineered API.

• Parameter sensitivity analysis showed that mean particle size would be the main 
property that determines whether formulations are likely to be bioequivalent, 
regardless of dose.

• Virtual bioequivalence trial simulations showed that, for a sufficiently powered 
study, the population-derived Cmax and AUC values would be bioequivalent 
between the tablets manufactured with non particle-engineered (NPE) vs. new 
particle-engineered (PE) API, up to 40 μm particle size, regardless of the dose.

• Regulatory agencies approved the sponsor’s biowaiver application
• Sponsor got to market ~12 months before it would have running the full trials
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Case Study:
Justification of Drug Product 

Dissolution Rate
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Theoretical particle size distribution was fitted to in vitro dissolution data and 
used as an input for in vivo simulation

The in vitro dissolution profiles showed 
multi-phasic behavior for these 
formulation and could not be successfully 
fitted with single z-factor.
Fitting “artificial” particle size distribution 
allowed for more accurate translation of 
in vitro dissolution to in vivo

Pepin et al. Mol Pharmaceutics 2016, 13:3256-3269 35



Once validated, the approach was used to determine the 
dissolution specifications for the formulation

Pepin et al. Mol Pharmaceutics 2016, 13:3256-3269
36



Other Recent Examples: Product Changes & 
Virtual BE

Mitra et al., AAPS PharmSciTech
2015, 16(1):76

Yanez et al., SOT Annual Meeting 
2015, San Diego, CA

Yang et al., Asian J. Pharm. Sci. 
2016; Mar 21

Babiskin et al., J. Pharm. Sci. 
2015, 104(9):3170
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Bioequivalence of Complex Generic Products

For locally acting drugs (LADs) such as dermatological, ocular,
and inhalation products, clinical endpoint bioequivalence (CEBE)
studies are often recommended instead of standard PK BE
studies. However, many clinical endpoints are not sensitive in
reflecting formulation-related differences in drug delivery to the
site of action for LADs. This leads to large CEBE studies with
potentially false conclusion of BE between two products.

PBBM/PBPK modeling and simulation is a tool to address
bioequivalence-related challenges associated with alternative
routes of delivery, such as ocular, nasal-pulmonary, and
transdermal.
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Conclusions
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•Model “supported” (first questions 20 years ago): Do 
you think modeling and simulation might help?

•Model “based” (current questions today): How can I 
maximize the value of modeling and simulation in my 
development program?

•Model “driven” (future questions): How do I change 
the R&D process to reflect the availability of in silico 
tools and techniques?

Evolving relationship between 
in silico tools and R&D
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How PBBM modeling & simulation 
can save resources in R&D

• Prioritize experiments to be done – better invest resources

• Integrate the wide variety of data obtained from in silico, in 
vitro and in vivo experiments to tell a compelling story

• Reduce regulatory burden

• Productivity tools – be the first to market

41
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Additional Slides
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Some of Our International Pharma Customers (total > 250)
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Regulatory Interactions & 
Collaborations
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Cooperation Grant with Cosmetics Europe
(2018-20)

• 1-year funded collaborative project with Cosmetics 
Europe on the enhancement & validation of GastroPlus 
mechanistic dermal models:
– Compound evaporation kinetics
– Improved partition coefficient predictions
– Saturable metabolism kinetics within the skin
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Cooperation Grant with the FDA
(2018-20)

• 2-year funded collaborative project with the FDA Office 
of Generic Drugs on the incorporation of drug product 
quality attributes into the GastroPlus mechanistic dermal 
models:
– Develop mechanistic equations describing in vitro 

release/permeability assays for topical formulations
– Develop models for various APIs in different population groups
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Collaboration Grant with Large Pharmaceutical Company
(2019-20)

• 2-year funded collaborative project with a large 
pharmaceutical company on the enhancement & 
validation of GastroPlus mechanistic pulmonary models:
– Handle volatile materials/vapors
– Improved deposition predictions through ion trapping effects
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Cooperation Grant with the FDA
(2014-20)

• 6-year funded collaborative project with the FDA Office 
of Generic Drugs on the further development & 
validation of GastroPlus mechanistic models for ocular 
delivery

• Consortium members: FDA, Alcon, Santen, GSK, Senju, 
Merck
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Research Collaboration Agreement with the FDA
(2014-19)

• 5-year collaborative project with the FDA 
Office of Testing and Research on the utility 
of GastroPlus Mechanistic Absorption 
Modeling (MAM) and IVIVCs to predict 
complex absorption characteristics
– Goal is to facilitate drug product development by 

decreasing regulatory burden through modeling 
& simulation
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The Virtual BE Trial Simulator™ Project

• New funded collaboration with large pharma sponsor:
– Automation of multiple virtual BE trial simulations w/specific 

trial designs
– Integration of intrasubject variability methods
– Improved statistical analyses and reporting options
– Implementation of CMC and physiological covariate models
– Incorporation of audit trails for the virtual BE trial simulation 

activities
– Population parameter fitting to link pharmacometrics and 

PBPK modeling approaches

• First version likely available in summer 2020
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Improvements to the ACAT™ Model
• New funded collaboration with large pharma sponsor:
– Literature review to identify mechanisms, develop and 

parameterize models to improve predictions of drug 
concentrations in gut tissue

– Add option to modify gut perfusion to account for increased 
liver blood flow under fed conditions

– Mechanistically model luminal conversion processes
– Permit the use of observed gut lumen, enterocyte, and whole 

gut tissue concentrations as target profiles for optimization of 
model parameters in GastroPlus.

– Characterize mechanisms leading to drug distribution between 
the enterocyte layer, gut vascular space and gut tissue 

• First version likely available in summer 2020
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What’s Defined in a PBPK Model?

• Each compartment represents a tissue:
– Specific volume(s) *
– Blood perfusion rate *
– Enzyme/transporter expression levels *
– Volume fractions of lipids & proteins *
– Tissue:plasma partition coefficient (Kp)

• Estimated from drug properties:
– logD vs. pH
– pKa(s)
– Plasma protein binding
– Blood:plasma concentration ratio

* From literature sources53



Full control over the physiology

• Add or remove tissues

• Change tissue type
• Perfusion-limited tissue

• Permeability-limited tissue

• Adjust tissue parameters to 
reflect different physiology, 
disease state, …

• But default settings are 
used most often

PBPKPlus Module
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PBPK Modeling of Biologics

PBPK

Drug 
Specific 

Parameters

Physiological 
Parameters

Vascular reflection coefficient
Lymphatic reflection coefficient
Vascular Rate Fraction
Endosomal Uptake Rate
Recycle Rate
Kon, FcRn
Koff, FcRn
Kdeg
Antigen Kon
Antigen Koff
Antigen Kint
(bold indicates parameters that may be optimized based 
on available data)

Age
Species
Gender
Weight

Organ size
Tissue composition
Blood perfusion rate
Lymph flow rate
FcRn concentration
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Application Areas at the FDA Office of 
Generic Drugs (2008-2016)

Slide courtesy of L. Zhao (OGD, CDER, FDA; May 2016)
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